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§41 ✴use・used・useful 

2965 Electric vehicles built in 1920 were still in (      ) in the 

1950s. 

①using ②used  

③being used ④use 〈愛知医科大〉 

2966 Grace has become a good writer. She writes much better 

than she (      ). 

①use ②use to ③used to ④was used to 〈愛知学院大〉 

2967 The Egyptians (      ) some kind of metal about 7,000 years 

ago. 

①may use ②have used  

③would be used ④may have used  

⑤were used  〈桜美林大〉 

2968 My grandmother is not (      ) spicy food.     

①to use eating ②used to be eating 

③used to eating ④to use to eat 〈大阪経済法科大〉 

2969 He is twenty years old now and he is not what he (      ) to 

be before. 

①used ②was ③was used ④would 〈大手前大〉 

2970 I hope the money we donate to this group will (      ). 

①be made of the best used  

②send off some good 

③not used to wrong doing 

④be put to good use   〈北里大〉 
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2971 The visitor found it hard to get used (      ) chopsticks when 

he ate. 

①to use ②to using ③using ④in using 〈芝浦工業大〉 

2972 Our manager, Mr. Jones, (      ) play golf, but now he does. 

①did use to ②never used to 

③used to ④was used to  〈金城学院大〉 

2973 The girl was crying because she realized that it was (      ) 

trying to persuade her parents. 

①no use ②no used ③not use ④not used  〈大阪教育大〉 

2974 People who have lived in areas close to the equator for 

many generations (      ) hot weather. 

①are used to ②have used to  

③use to ④used to 〈関西学院大〉 

2975 Pigeons have been (      ) get medication to sick people. 

①use ②use to ③used to ④used 〈神奈川工科大〉 

2976 Natural poisons such as those of snakes are now being 

(      ) in the treatment of human nervous disorders. 

①used ②use ③to use ④using 〈十文字学園女子大〉 

2977 She hardly ever (      ) her smartphone on the train because 

she prefers to read or sleep when she is there. 

①use ②uses ③to use ④of using  〈東洋大〉 

2978 Tom won't allow Kate (      ) the computer. 

①use ②using ③has used ④to use 〈愛知大〉 
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2979 Eliot Porter was a pioneer in (       ) color in nature 

photography. 

①use ②used ③used to ④using 〈武庫川女子大〉 

2980 In the current situation, a special method (      ) the 

amount of CO2 released in the country. 

①is used to calculate  

②used to calculate  

③was used to calculating 

④used to calculating  〈兵庫県立大〉 

2981 This information is of (      ) in the world. 

①used ②using ③use ④useful 〈大阪経済大〉 

2982 (      ) the same suitcase for more than ten years, Edward is 

going to buy a new one this summer. 

①Having used ②Using  

③Having been used ④Have used  〈東京電機大〉 

2983 Recycling is the process of turning waste and (      ) 

materials into new products. 

①usable ②used ③using ④to use 〈聖隷クリストファー大〉 

2984 It is required that every student (      ) Power Point for 

their presentation. 

①had used ②use ③used ④uses  〈愛知みずほ大〉 

2985 (      ) economically, the battery will last about two days.  

①Used ②Use ③Using ④To use 〈桃山学院大〉 
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2986 Many of the goods and services (      ) every day are 

controlled by only a few corporations. 

①we using ②using ③we use ④use 〈昭和女子大〉 

2987 I (      ) use of every opportunity to practice English. 

①cut ②did ③made ③put ④stood 〈九州産業大〉 

2988 Do you have this software? I think it is (      ) of all. 

①far more use  ②very most use  

③the most useful  ④the much more useful 〈松山大〉 

2989 What's the use (      ) about the examination? 

①in the worry  ②of worrying 

③to worry  ④you worry 〈南山大〉 

2990 What he said is of (      ). You shouldn't worry about it at all. 

①no useful ②no use ③no uses ④useless 〈京都精華大〉 

2991 It is no use (      ) with my parents over my future career. 

①in arguing ②argue ③arguing ④to argue 〈広島国際大〉 

2992 Please consider (      ) this software to organize web pages. 

①used ②using ③to use ④use 〈畿央大〉 

2993 When I was a boy scout, I learned how to start a fire 

without (      ) a match or a lighter. 

①use ②used ③using ④to use  〈南山大〉 

2994 There is no use (      ). 

①shout at him  ②shouting at him  

③to shout at him ④to shouting at him 〈会津大〉 


